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A New Process to Resolve
 Interest Disputes

 Edmund D. Edelman and Daniel J.B. Mitchell

OVER 400,000 LOS ANGELES-AREA public transit riders saw their service abruptly
ended in October 2003 by a strike of mechanics — represented by Local 1277 of
the Amalgamated Transit Union — at the Metropolitan Transportation Author-
ity. As in all labor disputes, various issues were on the negotiating table and vari-
ous personalities were involved in the bargaining. In this particular work stop-
page, however, a new process was brought into play that ultimately put the buses
and trains back into service. We refer to that process as “binding-nonbinding
arbitration”or B-NBA, although it also has been termed “supermajority arbitra-
tion” or somewhat misleadingly described as a “mediation” plan. The terminol-
ogy is not important. What matters is that binding-nonbinding arbitration pro-
duced a way out of the impasse and could be applied in other public transit dis-
putes, and indeed in the public sector more generally.

Arbitration is used almost universally by unions, both public and private, to
resolve grievances over the interpretation of existing contracts (“rights” disputes).
It is used in about 20 public jurisdictions in California and in a number of public
jurisdictions outside California when impasses are reached during the negotia-
tion of new contracts. The U.S. Postal Service avails itself of binding arbitration. On
occasion, private parties have established arbitration processes to resolve such “inter-
est” disputes. Generally, arbitration is understood to be a binding decision prescribed
by a neutral third party. But arbitration does not have to be binding; that element takes
effect only when it is required by law (“compulsory arbitration” as in the postal case)
or when it is agreed to as part of an enforceable contract by the parties.

In the MTA case, the parties agreed to arbitration but did not agree to give the
arbitrators binding authority. Instead, they established a process whereby the ar-
bitrators would propose a settlement that could be rejected by either side. How-
ever, rejection would require a supermajority vote by either party. MTA could
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reject the proposal by a two-thirds vote of its 13-person board
of directors, i.e., nine votes. The union also could reject it by a
two-thirds vote of its governing board. Absent one or both of
those supermajority rejections, the decision would be binding.

Advantages of Binding-Nonbinding Arbitration

The new process has several advantages for the parties
and transit customers. Clearly, the most obvious advantage
is that it settled the dispute and ended the strike. In more
general terms, however, B-NBA has five major attractions:

B-NBA avoids the “sovereignty” problem con-
structed when a matter that relates to public budgets is
resolved by an unaccountable outside party. From the
employer’s perspective, final budgetary decisions rest with
officials charged with formulating and approving fiscal ex-
penditures. This issue has legal ramifications in Califor-
nia, described more fully below. However, even apart from
the legal issues, B-NBA speaks to a genuine concern of
officials who have ultimate responsibility for public funds.

When privately negotiated, B-NBA gives the par-
ties control of the process itself. They can determine,
for example, the composition of the arbitration panel,
the criteria to be used in making the arbitration deci-
sion, and the proportion of votes required to constitute a
supermajority. The ability to have a voice in the process
can make B-NBA more acceptable to both sides.

B-NBA can avoid a strike and allow public services
to continue while the process is in use. If MTA and ATU
Local 1277 had negotiated a B-NBA process in advance
of their contract negotiations, the service disruption of
2003 would not have occurred.

B-NBA allows the parties to control what issues will
be referred to the arbitrator or arbitrators. The entire
contract does not have to be subject to B-NBA. Rather,
the parties can submit only those items they are unable
to resolve on their own. In the MTA-ATU case, the par-
ties submitted only the issue of health insurance, the
area in which the two sides were furthest apart.

Under B-NBA, the arbitrator(s) initially can act as
mediators. If mediation is successful, there is no need
for a formal arbitration decision. And a matter resolved

by the parties without arbitration is inherently accept-
able to both sides.

If either side rejects the decision of the arbitrator(s)
under B-NBA, the parties reacquire the same rights they
had before the process. The public agency can declare
an impasse, impose new terms and conditions, and hire
replacements. And the union can elect to strike. How-
ever, as a practical matter, the parties likely would find it
difficult to reject a decision of the arbitrator(s) if it were
seen as fair by the public.

In essence, B-NBA is a user-friendly form of arbitration
that can be shaped by the parties to make it relevant to their
particular situation. Even were such a system to be prescribed
by law — a possibility discussed below — significant lati-
tude for party input could be built in. At present, the law
regulating public transit labor disputes in California involves
a rigid and unproductive form of factfinding that offers few
positive contributions to dispute settlement. In fact, under
existing law, MTA and its predecessors have averaged a strike
every three to four years since the transit system was publicly
operated. Table 1 provides a history of these disputes.

Background to the 2003 Strike and Settlement

The Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation
Authority operates its buses within five regional “transit ser-
vice sectors” and operates its subway and light-rail systems
through a rail service sector. Its largest collective bargaining
unit comprised of bus drivers and rail operators is repre-
sented by the United Transportation Union. About 2,000
mechanics and maintenance personnel are represented by
ATU Local 1277. There are smaller units of other workers
represented by the Transportation Communications Union,
the American Federation of State, County and Municipal
Employees, and the Teamsters.

MTA employs about 9,200 workers in total; about 85
percent are union-represented. It has an executive staff and a
13-member board that includes the five Los Angeles County
supervisors, four representatives of the City of Los Angeles,
and representatives of other cities within the county. Its fleet
consists of almost 2,400 buses. MTA rail operations — be-
gun in 1990 — now cover over 70 miles of track and repre-
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sent a major capital investment. Shortly before the strike,
MTA had opened a new light-right system running from
downtown L.A. to Pasadena. The rail systems and new rapid
express buses are aimed at enticing commuters from their
cars and reducing area traffic congestion and pollution. Apart
from public transit, MTA has certain responsibilities for area
freeways — such as promotion of carpooling and emergency
towing service — and for bikeways.

Public transit in the Los Angeles area goes back to pri-
vately owned services of horse cars, cable cars, and local
steam railways in the 19th century. In that era and into the
early 20th century, such transit was seen as a means to de-
velop otherwise inaccessible real estate. Over time, an ex-
tensive system of what would now be termed light rail devel-
oped, including a subway that operated from 1925 until 1955.
The rail component was replaced by buses, mainly during
the 1940s and 1950s.1 Several ballot propositions hoping to
move private transit operations to a public agency were placed
before voters during the 1930s; these were unsuccessful de-
spite the efforts of unions that were then in conflict with the
private owners of the system.

During the 1950s, the Los Angeles Metropolitan Transit
Authority, an earlier “MTA,” took over much of the area’s tran-
sit operations. However, some cities, such as Long Beach and

Santa Monica, retain their own municipally owned bus systems. In
1964, LAMTA bus operations were transferred to the Southern
California Rapid Transit District. The current MTA was formed
in 1992 from a merger of the SCRTD and a planning agency,
the Los Angeles County Transportation Commission.

MTA’s total annual budget in fiscal year 2004 is pro-
jected to be $2.7 billion. A little more than one-third of this
amount, about $940 million, is expected to be expended for
transit operations. The remainder of the budget is largely used
for various capital projects and project-related debt service.
Thirty-one percent of the operating budget will come from
fare and miscellaneous revenue; the rest will come from fed-
eral and state subsidies. Labor costs account for approxi-
mately 69 percent of operating expenditures.2

Because the transit system originally was largely pri-
vate, workers were governed by federal labor law and had the
right to strike. This right was retained when the system be-
came public. In effect, elements of national labor law were
incorporated into state law regarding public transit.3 Under
SCRTD, there were eight major strikes. Notable among these
strikes was a 68-day work stoppage in 1974 and a 36-day
stoppage in 1976. Thus, the 35-day stoppage in 2003 was
the third-longest since the transit system went public. How-
ever, since the current MTA was created, there have been

TABLE 1: HISTORY OF STRIKES

Including the Los Angeles Metropolitan Transit Authority (1958-1964), Southern California Rapid Transit District
(1964-1993) and Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (1993-Present)

(1) 11/16/60 to 11/20/60 - LAMTA struck by Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen - BRT (now UTU), resumed working
11/21/60. Strike duration: 5 days.

(2) 6/14/64 to 6/21/64 LAMTA struck by BRT (now-UTU), resumed working 6/22/64. Strike duration: 8 days.
(3) 2/28/72 to 3/4/72 SCRTD struck by ATU, resumed working 3/5/72. Strike duration: 6 days.
(4) 8/12/74 to 10/18/74 SCRTD struck by UTU, resumed working 10/19/74. Strike duration: 66 days.
(5) 8/23/76 to 9/27/76 SCRTD struck by ATU, resumed working 9/28/76. Strike duration: 36 days.
(6) 8/26/79 to 9/17/79 SCRTD struck by ATU and BRAC, resumed working 9/18/79. Strike duration: 23 days.
(7) 9/15/82 to 9/19/82 SCRTD struck by UTU, resumed working 9/20/82. Strike duration: 5 days.
(8) 7/23/94 to 8/3/94 LACMTA struck by UTU. Strike duration: 12 days.
(9) 9/16/00 to 10/17/00 LACMTA struck by UTU, ATU & TCU. Strike duration: 33 days.
(10) 10/14/03 to 11/17/03 LACMTA struck by ATU. Strike duration: 35 days.

Source: Prepared with the assistance of Glenda Mariner at the MTA’s Dorothy Peyton Library.
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strikes during each round of bargaining except one. Stop-
pages occurred in 1994 and 2000 (when a strike lasted 32
days). Generally, work stoppages have been prompted by
drivers. In that respect, the 2003 dispute was an exception;
the mechanics’ labor discord was the impetus. However, the
drivers refused to cross ATU picket lines in 2003, effectively
closing down most of MTA’s system.4

ATU Local 1277’s leader is Neil Silver, first elected
president of the local in 1987. (He was out of office during
1991-94.) Silver generally is described in press accounts as
an old-line labor official, a label that
seems to imply “adversarial.” At the
time of the 2003 strike, MTA’s board
chair was County Supervisor Zev
Yaroslavsky. Both individuals made
public statements during the strike that
hindered dispute resolution. For ex-
ample, Silver declared in an op-ed col-
umn in the Los Angeles Times that “MTA
has perfected the arts of hypocrisy and
divisiveness.”5 And Yaroslavsky de-
clared that the strike was caused by
Silver’s political problems within his
local. He remarked, “I really don’t un-
derstand how one man’s political inter-
est in union politics has held the entire
county hostage.”6 (After the strike ended, Silver was re-
elected president of the local with 56 percent of the vote.)

As is generally the case in labor disputes, both sides suf-
fer when work stoppages occur. In the short run, workers
lose wages. Even when strike funds exist, there is a signifi-
cant loss of worker income. For MTA, however, the costs
primarily have been political rather than economic. During
a strike, MTA does not have to pay wages or fuel costs, yet
the agency continues to receive income from sales tax and
other sources. There are estimates that the agency gains as
much as $20 million a month from a strike.7 However, the
failure to provide service ultimately has a negative effect on
MTA and its programs, even apart from the evident cost to
riders who have no viable substitutes for public transportation.8

While it is true that many transit users are low-income
residents with poor voting records — many are non-citizens
— MTA in the past has relied on the public’s goodwill to sup-

port its programs. Its predecessor, SCRTD, received additional
revenue from an increase in the sales tax beginning in 1971,
pursuant to a voter-approved referendum. And MTA’s plans
to lure commuters from their cars to rail and improved bus
service are critically dependent on subsidies. These plans
are unlikely to succeed unless the unreliability of the transit
system caused by repeated strikes is reversed. Appeals to the
voters for additional public funding are unlikely to be well
received if strikes occur whenever labor negotiators are at
the bargaining table.9 In addition, businesses that have been

negatively affected by MTA disputes —
because their customers or employees
have been impeded — are not likely to
support MTA in any future funding ap-
peals.10

2003 Strike and Resolution

Most public sector workers in Cali-
fornia are covered by a variety of col-
lective bargaining statutes that are in-
terpreted and enforced by the Public
Employment Relations Board. The vast
majority of MTA workers are not sub-
ject to PERB’s oversight.11 The statute
that created MTA does not provide a

regulatory framework for collective bargaining; it simply
reassigned the responsibility for negotiating and approving
labor agreements from SCRTD to MTA.12

However, there is a fairly well-established procedure for
resolving bargaining impasses in the transit industry. Called
the Public Transportation Labor Disputes Act,13 it allows
either party involved in a bargaining impasse to request gu-
bernatorial intervention. If the governor believes that a threat-
ened or actual strike or lockout will “significantly disrupt
public transportation services and endanger the public’s
health, safety, or welfare,” he or she can appoint a factfinding
board of investigation. The board is given seven days to pre-
pare a report. However, the board is specifically forbidden to
make recommendations.14 Once the report is prepared, the gov-
ernor can direct the attorney general to ask a court to enjoin
any work stoppage for 60 days.15 After that period, a work
stoppage can occur.

The failure to provide

service ultimately has a

negative effect on MTA

apart from the evident

cost to riders who have

no viable substitutes for

public transportation.
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During the 2003 negotiations, attention initially was
focused on the drivers, although both the drivers’ and the
mechanics’ contracts were up for renegotiation. Governor
Davis first invoked the factfinding/injunction process for
the drivers, but not the mechanics. However, a two-week in-
junction for the mechanics later was obtained on August 13 and
then extended through October 12.

As early as January 2003, ATU members voted by a 90
percent margin to authorize a strike. And Silver declared in
late February that although he did not want a strike, “if need
be, we will have a series of strikes in this town the likes of
which we have never seen before.”16 By August, he was pre-
dicting a strike that would be longer than the 68-day strike
of 1974.17 MTA management officials believed that Silver
was “posturing” and were surprised when the work stoppage
occurred. Even after the strike was underway, one MTA board
member said that “the strike should be over in 10 days or less.”18

It ended  up lasting for 35.

Issues Behind the Strike

The precise terms of the offers and counteroffers that
were exchanged at the bargaining table during the course of
MTA-ATU negotiations are unclear. However, it is certain
that health care was a major issue from the start. Health care
costs for employers began rising dramatically after a brief
hiatus during the 1990s. As a result, health care became a
major issue in many union-management negotiations, in-
cluding a major supermarket strike that began at nearly the
same time as the MTA stoppage. But health care, by itself,
need not have been the deal-breaker. Los Angeles County,
for example, reached a settlement including health care is-
sues with the Service Employees International Union while
the MTA dispute was in progress.

In the case of MTA, while cost was an issue, administra-
tion of the health care fund also played an important role.
Under an unusual arrangement, MTA contributes to a union-
operated fund over which the agency had little administra-
tive influence. More typically, employers either arrange
health-care coverage after they have negotiated benefits or
they co-administer the plan, with union and management
having equal representation. MTA claimed that the union-
operated plan did not have proper cost controls. During the

course of the negotiations, MTA more specifically argued
that the broker who provided coverage for the union’s plan
was paid a commission based on funding and thus had no
incentive to hold down expenses.19

Apart from concerns over current health care cost in-
creases and about administration of the fund, MTA wanted
to rein in its exposure to future cost increases. Early in the
negotiations, management pushed for a one-year contract
with a wage increase of about 2.2 percent and a reported 16
percent increase in employer contributions to the health plan.
It termed this proposal its “last, best, and final offer.” In con-
trast, the union sought a five- or six-year contract that would
have assured adequate contributions to the health plan to keep
it afloat. Concerning the one-year proposal, Silver told the Los
Angeles Times, “What I feel like saying about the MTA right
now, you can’t print it in the newspaper.”20 As part of its strat-
egy, the union pushed a bill in the legislature — never en-
acted and vigorously opposed by MTA — that would have
mandated MTA contributions to the health fund.21

By summer, the parties were negotiating about a multi-
year contract but were still far apart on the health-care issue.
Little progress was reported by October 14, when the strike
began. A complicating factor was that 4 of the 13 members
of the MTA board — County Supervisor Gloria Molina,
Los Angeles Mayor James Hahn, and Los Angeles City Coun-
cil Members Martin Ludlow and Antonio Villaraigosa —
were barred from taking part in the negotiations. Under an
interpretation of MTA’s ethics rules advanced by the county
counsel, these officials, all of whom had received contribu-
tions from the ATU in the past, would have had a conflict of
interest if they participated in the negotiations. A court chal-
lenge was filed by the two city council members. But while
the case was pending, they did not participate in forging
MTA bargaining strategy.

During the course of the strike, negotiating sessions were
conducted under the auspices of a mediator from the State
Mediation and Conciliation Service. These discussions
tended to end in disputed versions of what was being offered.
MTA originally wanted to take over administration of the
health fund but later indicated it would accept 50-50 repre-
sentation.22 MTA spent several hundred thousand dollars
on radio and newspaper ads to air its positions. In contrast,
ATU made little effort at public relations.
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On October 27, MTA CEO Roger Snoble announced that
he had been “instructed” by the MTA board to declare an im-
passe, although the implications of that announcement were
unclear. In a private sector dispute, such declarations often are
aimed at setting the legal stage for hiring replacements for
strikers. However, MTA denied it had such intentions.23

On October 31, ATU offered to return to work if MTA
would submit the bargaining impasse to binding arbitra-
tion. As do almost all unionized employers, MTA  has agreed
to contractual agreements that include binding grievance
arbitration. But when arbitration was proposed for the bar-
gaining dispute with ATU, MTA’s response was that it could
not turn over responsibility for expenditures to an outside
arbitrator. Moreover, MTA asserted that it already had made
a “last, best, and final offer.”24 Some observers suggested
that the MTA board had an aversion to the involvement of
outsiders because of an earlier court decision ordering the
purchase of buses and minimum service requirements.25

Despite MTA’s aversion to binding arbitration, a pro-
posal was made by the authors of this article in an op-ed
piece published in the Los Angeles Times — and subse-
quently endorsed in a Times editorial.26 The proposal
called for the parties to adopt B-NBA to resolve their dis-
pute. There was no immediate response by either side. How-
ever, MTA insisted that the union take management’s “final”
offer to its membership. On November 7, such a vote oc-
curred and — not surprisingly — it was overwhelmingly re-
jected by a 1,267 to 87 margin. At the same time, a superior
court judge issued a decision that allowed the four MTA board
members who had been barred from negotiations to rejoin the
board’s decisionmaking process.

One returning board member — Gloria Molina — in-
dicated that she backed management’s final position. How-
ever, the other three members held a press conference en-
dorsing some form of arbitration as a means to resolve the
dispute and restart transit service. The combination of the
novel B-NBA proposal, the union’s overwhelming rejection
vote, and the infusion of the new board participants ulti-
mately led to an agreement to end the strike on November
17. Councilman Villaraigosa played an important role in
bringing the two sides together and to  their acceptance of
the B-NBA proposal.27 He reported persuading Silver and
Yaroslavsky to get along well enough so that he thought they

“were going to start exchanging recipes for matzo ball
soup.”28 In any event, ATU members subsequently endorsed
the deal, with B-NBA as an integral part, by an 86 percent
margin.29 The MTA board also gave the deal its blessing.

The B-NBA Settlement

Provisions of the B-NBA process were negotiated by the
parties once it became apparent that the health insurance
issue was not going to be resolved any time soon through
bargaining. The key features were as follows:

While the B-NBA process was underway, workers
would return to their jobs and be covered by other pro-
visions of the new collective bargaining agreement.

While the B-NBA process was underway, MTA
would contribute $4.7 million to the ATU Health Care
Trust Fund and $1.56 million per month — about $780
a month per active covered employee.30

The parties would select one member of the arbi-
tration panel each. Those two members would, in turn,
select a third neutral member. The selection would be
from a list of six names, with three selected by each party.
One name would be dropped by lot and the others re-
moved one by one until one was left.

The three-member B-NBA panel would make de-
cisions by majority vote, i.e., two votes of the three would
be sufficient.

Both parties would provide each other with a list of
documents to be released to the panel.

For 15 days after required documents were as-
sembled, the panel would engage in mediation.

If after the 15th day, mediation was not successful,
within a second 15-day period, the B-NBA panel would
schedule hearings to reach its decision.

Factors in such a decision would include compari-
sons of employer contributions to health plans of other
transit agencies in California, comparisons of em-
ployer contributions to health plans of other public
employers (not just transit agencies) in Southern Cali-
fornia, maintenance of the financial stability of MTA,
and maintenance of the financial stability of the ATU
Health Care Trust Fund if it were retained as the

Copyright 2004, by the Regents of the University of California.
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method of providing health coverage. (The panel could
recommend alternative means of administering health
coverage.)

Within 20 days of the decision’s announcement, the
parties could reject it by a two-thirds vote of their gov-
erning boards. But absent a rejection by either party, the
decision would become binding on both sides.

Other terms of the contract included scheduled wage
increases totaling 7 percent with 2 percent retroactive to
October 1, 2002 (an increase of 2.1 per-
cent per annum), an expiration date of
June 30, 2006, pension improvements,
and a one-time floating holiday.

Lessons To Be Learned by the Par-
ties to MTA Contracts

That MTA and its unions could
benefit from a better climate of labor
relations is not in dispute. Although the
new rail lines give the appearance of
expanding public transit in Los Ange-
les, the proportion of the traveling pub-
lic regularly using such transit is small,
perhaps 4 to 5 percent. During the 2003 dispute, estimates
of transit users were generally in the 400,000-450,000 range.
In the 1980s, however, the estimates were approximately
600,000. Declining market share ultimately will undermine
the base of both parties. There will be greater and greater
pressure to break up MTA, privatize it or contract out ser-
vice, or substitute other forms of public transit such as “jit-
ney” service.

Without developing the merits of these options, it is
safe to say that MTA’s unions oppose them. MTA likely would
oppose at least some aspects of plans calling for transit alter-
natives. Yet continuation along the current path of strikes
and disruption will push public opinion — and ultimately
political opinion — in those directions. The current pattern
of negotiating in the media instead of at the table —and of
repeatedly announcing “final” positions that turn out not to
be final — will lead to more turmoil in the future if not
halted.

There are lessons to be learned from labor history. In
the 1970s, for example, unions and major steel producers
realized that strikes were pushing customers to rely on im-
ports. Once customers sampled foreign alternatives, they did
not necessarily return to American suppliers. As a result,
labor and management agreed to a system of private binding
arbitration in the event they could not come to an accord on
a new contract. It is interesting to note that once the parties
put the binding arbitration process into effect, they never
used it; rather, they always came to agreement before the

deadline at which arbitration would
have been invoked.

Still further back in history, there
are other lessons for labor relations at
MTA. At one time, the sharp distinc-
tions that are made now between me-
diation and arbitration, and between
rights versus interest arbitration, did
not exist. Industries such as apparel re-
lied on “umpires” who facilitated ac-
cords, whether over new contracts or in
the resolution of grievances. In effect,
the parties dealt with problems on an
ongoing basis, not just at contract re-
negotiation time. While not a panacea

for ending all frictions, informal processes for resolving dis-
putes whenever they arise would benefit MTA and its unions.

If MTA and ATU could negotiate a B-NBA process for
resolving the 2003 strike, they surely could negotiate a con-
tinuing process for resolving future disputes. Other unions
that deal with MTA also could go that route. Permanent
umpires, rather than one-time panels set up only when
impasses in contract disputes arise, could help steer labor-
management relations in a preventative direction. B-NBA
could be a routine element in labor relations at MTA.

More Lessons To Be Learned

Although the 2003 MTA-ATU dispute was settled us-
ing B-NBA on a voluntary basis, it would be possible to man-
date such a process for public transit in California or for
other elements of state or local government. Indeed, for law
enforcement and fire protection personnel, such a mandate

When arbitration was

proposed, MTA’s response

 was that it could not

turn over responsibility

for expenditures to an

outside arbitrator.
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already exists. In 2000, the legislature enacted S.B. 402, which
ushered in conventional (binding) arbitration beginning
January 1, 2001, in police and fire impasses at the behest of
affected unions. The law was challenged by Riverside County
and declared in violation of the state Constitution by the
California Supreme Court in April 2003.31 The unanimous
decision focused on the delegation of a budgetary issue regard-
ing compensation of county law enforcement employees to an
outside arbitrator. Such a delegation was found to violate provi-
sions of the California Constitution.32 As a result, the legisla-
ture enacted S.B. 440 in 2003, providing for arbitration similar
to that mandated by the voided S.B. 402,
but allowing the arbitration decision to
be rejected only by unanimous vote of
the local governing body.

The new bill was signed into law
by Governor Gray Davis shortly after
the recall election of October 7, 2003.
It has not yet been tested in the courts,
and so it is unclear whether the require-
ment of a unanimous vote — the maxi-
mum possible supermajority — will
face some future constitutional chal-
lenge. However, that legislation con-
ceivably could be amended to pose a lower supermajority
hurdle if it turns out that unanimity does not pass constitu-
tional muster. A lower proportion such as two-thirds might
increase the odds that that legislation would be upheld as
constitutional. As noted, the MTA-ATU arbitration scheme
allowed for a two-thirds rejection by either side. In addition,
MTA and similar state-created agencies would not be sub-
ject to the same constitutional restrictions that apply to cities
and counties. Moreover, because the 2003 MTA-ATU ac-
cord was voluntary, the constitutional issue may not arise.

Alternatively, it would be possible to add a B-NBA pro-
cess to the statutory procedure system that now applies to
transit disputes. But the kind of bare-bones factfinding the
law requires, with no recommendations permitted, seems
unproductive. If an arbitration component were to be en-
acted, it would be more useful to drop the provision prohib-
iting the board of investigation from making a recommen-
dation concerning the issues in dispute. Obviously, arbitrators
involved in a B-NBA process will, in the course of their investi-

gations, assess and determine the facts of the dispute. So the B-
NBA procedure carries with it a factfinding process.

The lack of a dispute resolution mechanism other than
the strike raises an important policy issue for state lawmak-
ers. Transit users usually have no inexpensive substitutes for
public transportation services when they need to travel to
work, school, or other locations. Repeated and lengthy strikes
also undermine the longer-term goal of increasing reliance
on public transit. The continued occurrence of strikes could
erode earlier public support that has been expressed in the
form of voter approval of sales-tax funding to hold down

fares and increase services. While there
presently is no groundswell of support
in the legislature for a B-NBA process,
future strikes unfortunately might pro-
vide impetus for such a movement. But
parties can sidestep that route by imple-
menting B-NBA on a voluntary basis.

Certainly, mediators from the State
Mediation and Conciliation Service
would encourage voluntary use of B-
NBA in transit and other public sector
impasses. And even if a version of B-
NBA were to appear on the books, the

parties voluntarily could negotiate some variant to settle dis-
putes. The constitutional provisions restricting the delega-
tion of budgetary decisions apply to cities and counties. It
would not be a violation of the Constitution to require bind-
ing arbitration for state-created agencies such as MTA or
other transit authorities. Enacting a B-NBA procedure clearly
would be an option.

B-NBA bridges the gap between conventional binding
arbitration, in which the final decision is left entirely to a
third party, and the current mediation and factfinding ap-
proach, which may not produce a resolution. It gives each
side a way out of a hardened or intractable dispute, while
keeping their respective feet on the brake in case the deci-
sion of the arbitrator(s) is unreasonable or unacceptable to
either party. The parties, if they agree to B-NBA and it fails
to work to their satisfaction, do not give up their future rights.
The union can strike. And the public agency can declare an
impasse, hire replacements, and impose new contract terms
and conditions.  ❋❋❋❋❋

The lack of a dispute

resolution mechanism

other than the strike

raises an important

policy issue.
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